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MMC Packaging Equipment

In a market that is constantly searching for innovative caps, MMC Packaging has the automation solutions you are
looking for. The experienced engineering team designs reliable and durable machines that can withstand the
harshest conditions. Throughout the lifecycle of the equipment, MMC Customer Service is always on hand to
assist and offer services that will continuously enhance the efficiency of the equipment.
Cap lining machines (Wadding machines)

Assembly machines

Cap lining machines stamp out lining material disks
from rolls of material and install the disks into caps
at rates up to 1,200 caps/minute, depending upon
cap size and design.
Various tooling available in order to cut and install
various types of disk configurations:
Round, tri-tab, pull-tab, donut, double liner and oval.

This machine assembles two-piece caps or three-piece
caps such as
Child Resistant Closures
Sports Caps
Hinged dispensing closures for Condiments/Antacids
Various style Multi-piece beverage caps
Vision Inspection Systems

Another option that can replace the traditional punch
and die cutting method is the Rotary Die Module.
The RDM pre-cuts the disks in the web of the
material outside the lining machine. The web is
automatically advanced into the lining machine to
the appropriate location so that the liner insertion
tools can push the disks out of the web and install
them into the closures.

The MMC Vision system is specifically designed for
closure manufacturers in order to detect defects such as
missing liners, partial cuts, off-centers, surface defects,
pulp and foil separation, broken or missing tamper
band, ovality, character recognition and foreign debris.
The Vision system can be easily integrated to any
automation equipment.

Cap slitting and band folding machines

Customer service

The Cap Slitting machine scores the sidewall of
plastic closures and leaves a predetermined

MMC Customer Service enhances the performance and
longevity of your machine thanks to its broad spectrum

Closing machines
The Closing machine is capable of closing a variety
of caps with various hinge styles and latching
features such as
Flip-top closures for condiments
Dispensing closures for the hair care market
Rectangular coffee closures
Single-door and twin-door closures for spices and
grated cheese
Beverage closures
Custom designed hinged closures
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manufacturer
Updates on upgrades
Field service technician to perform the following work:
Start-up
Inspection
Maintenance
Training Services

